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A wonderful introduction to the colorfully delicious world of cupcakes, this coloring book is a gift to

little bakers. Coloring cupcakes helps your child understand color relationships and recognize

forms, lines, shapes and perspectives too. You can use this coloring book to practice your child's

grip and steadiness of hand, which is essential in putting that frosting on top. Buy a copy today!
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The entire premise if this book angers me. It doesn't really offer any solid help or printable pdfs. I've

been having the worst luck with the printable books having extremely small not full page designs as

well. Skip it.

These coloring books as so convenient to have in a kindle access. I can open a link and print out as

many coloring pages for my kids as I want to, and they're very easy to access. Having portability is

very convenient, all I need is access to a printer and I can print as much as I need. A great thing for

a mom with three kids on summer vacation!!Disclosure: I received this product for free or on a

promotional discount for my honest review and they are 100% my own opinions. However your own

opinion might vary. I received no monetary compensation and I am not required to give a good

review. This disclosure is in accordance with the Federal Trade Commissions Guidelines on

Testimony and Advertising. I try to do my reviews honest with the pros and cons I can see myself in

a product, with facts that a potential customer might find useful. If my review was helpful to you,

would you please vote yes.



So I think out of all the Speedy coloring books this one is my least favorite. This is a pdf sample of

the book you'd be getting and you get a good amount to print off. I believe there are about 17 pages

out of the 32pages in the paperback. I think the illustrations are okay. You can tell it's a cupcake, but

nothing more than that really. I think it needed a little more details in the drawings to differentiate on

what is what. The price is always the kicker and I don't think the price is justified on this one. It's

nice, but not one that I'd buy. I do like that the company lets you preview the book for free through

the kindle. It's nice to be able to see what you're getting before you make a purchase.

My new addiction is coloring books, helps me calm down, helps me relax, and for awhile just escape

from life. My imagination is allowed to be as wild as I want, or as pretty or happy or sad, no matter

my feeling, I can make the pages just mine. The best part is that with each new book, I find new

ideas for colors, or textures. Easy to take with me when we camp. Glad I found these coloring books

for adults and kid. Kids shouldn't have all the fun.

Cute book for kids who enjoy coloring something besides animals or princes & princess's. Not very

intricate nor will they take a lot of time for them to complete. A cute way for them to pass some time

and keep them quiet for awhile

I Actully had no idea this was digital. I thought it would be sent to my house, however it is cute and if

you have printer access then this book would be a great cheap way to print out your kids some new

things to color.

I loved this book because I love drawing and tracing so it kinda makes me feel better because I

can't draw good cupcakes and the book is good for tracing the cupcakes but I wish they made

cookie books you could see draw or different cakes that are free and don't cost anything

A little more kiddish than I thought it was going to be but they pictures are cute and fun to color. My

daughter loves cupcakes so she enjoys it.
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